Chase

transportingchase

Chase

Weight Range: 850 - 1200 lbs

PURSUE

transportingPursue

Pursue

Tongue Weight Range: 180 - 210 lbs

Weight Range: 1000 - 1550 lbs

Tongue Weight Range: 250 - 350lbs

Pursue Flyer takes micro-lite camping to new
levels. Small in size, big on features, Pursue is
slightly larger than the Chase Flyer. The
available slideout kitchen sets up in just
seconds…Pursue was designed to give you and
your family more time to enjoy the outdoors
and less time setting up camp. Are you ready
to Pursue your next big adventure?

Chase Flyer is the micro-lite camper that
changed the way people look at camping.
Chase makes getting out and exploring even
the most rugged terrain easy and it can even
be towed with a small car. Built to last and
create a lifetime of memories, where will you
Chase your next adventure?

Specs

Specs

Interior Height Interior Length Interior Width

Interior Height Interior Length Interior Width

Overall Length

Axles GVWR

Lightweight

Overall Length

Axles GVWR

Lightweight

30 Amps

Solar Prep

Insulated

30 Amps

Solar Prep

Insulated

For all ﬂoor plans and specs visit:

intechrv.com/chase

For all ﬂoor plans and specs visit:

intechrv.com/pursue

EXPLORE FEATURES
transportingExplore

Explore

Weight Range: 1400 - 2050 lbs

Features

Tongue Weight Range: 290 - 390 lbs

Every aluminum RV
we manufacture is
meticulously constructed
to last a lifetime. You
no longer have to settle
for mediocrity when it
comes to owning an RV.

All-Tube
All-Aluminum

Explore Flyer is the smallest, coolest
micro-lite toy hauler on the market.
Optional Tip-Out Beds expand your living
area giving you surprisingly more space
than any other camper of its size. The rear
ramp door makes loading ATV’s,
motorcycles or just about anything a
breeze. Are you ready to get out and
Explore what the world has to oﬀer?

Every inTech RV is built
utilizing a lightweight,
all-aluminum, all-tube, fully
welded cage frame. You’ll never
worry about rust again!

Fit &
Finish

Quality
Components

Our craftsmen are committed
to building the absolute ﬁnest
products available. The diﬀerence
is something you can actually
see and experience.

We believe a great RV begins
by using the ﬁnest quality
components available. inTech has
partnered with the best suppliers
in the industry.

Choose Your Exterior

Specs
Arctic White

Midnight Black

Red Blaze

Charcoal Storm
(Metallic)

Silver Moon
(Metallic)

Interior Height Interior Length Interior Width

*Colors shown are simply a representation of what is available. Actual color can vary

Choose Your Decor
Overall Length

Axles GVWR

30 Amps

Solar Prep

ATV/Bike Hauler

Insulated

For all ﬂoor plans and specs visit:

Maple
intechrv.com/explore

Cherry

Sport Gray

OPTIONSOPTIONSOPTION
O pti ons

TIP OUT BEDS

Explore
You won’t believe how big the interior
becomes by adding tip out beds.

ROLLOVER SLEEPER SOFA

Explore
It stores ﬂat against the wall and only takes
up 7” of space ... a sofa and a full sleeper.

ROOF RACK

Chase | Pursue | Explore
The aluminum powdercoated roof rack is a
great way to transport toys or gear.

ADD-A-ROOM TENT

Chase | Pursue
Mom and Dad sleep oﬀ the ground while
the kids take over the Add-A-Room Tent!

FOXWING AWNING

Chase | Pursue | Explore
The Foxwing Awning is a great option for
providing shade 260° around the Flyers.

L-SHAPED KITCHENETTE

Pursue | Explore
It can't be any easier than unlatching a door
and sliding out your kitchen.

Additional Options

DOUBLE DOOR

Chase | Pursue | Explore
If you prefer double rear doors instead of
the ramp, we can do that for you!

OFF-ROAD TIRES

Chase | Pursue | Explore
LT235/75R15 tires with an aggressive tread
pattern that screams all-terrain ready!

120V/12V REFRIGERATOR

Pursue | Explore
Bigger capacity and colder temps than the
standard 12v refrigerator!

Premium Mattresses · Chase | Pursue
Electric Brakes · Chase | Pursue
7-Way Plug · Chase | Pursue

SUNSEEKER AWNING

Chase | Pursue | Explore
The Sunseeker awning sets up quickly and
easily! Optional Roof Rack is required.

AIR CONDITIONER

Chase | Pursue | Explore
A 9.2K BTU roof mounted a/c unit w/ heat
strip to keep you comfortable in all seasons.

MAXXAIR™ ROOF VENT

Chase | Pursue | Explore
Stay cool and cozy with the remote
controlled MAXXAIR™ RV ventilation system.

Lift Kit · Chase | Pursue | Explore
Spare 15” Tire · Chase | Pursue | Explore

Check out all of the Flyer options at intechrv.com

